Online opinions provide informative customer requirements for product designers. However, the increasing volume of opinions make them hard to be digested entirely. It is expected to translate online opinions for designers automatically when they are launching a new product. In this research, an exploratory study is conducted, in which customer requirements in online reviews are manually translated into engineering characteristics (ECs) for Quality function deployment (QFD). From the exploratory study, a simple mapping from keywords to ECs is observed not able to be built. It is also found that it will be a time-consuming task to translate a large number of reviews. Accordingly, a probabilistic language analysis approach is proposed, which translates reviews into ECs automatically. In particular, the statistic concurrence information between keywords and nearby words is analyzed. Based on the unigram model and the bigram model, an integrated impact learning algorithm is advised to estimate the impacts of keywords and nearby words respectively. The estimated impacts are utilized to infer which ECs are implied in a given context. Using four brands of printer reviews from Amazon.com, comparative experiments are conducted. Finally, an illustrative example is shown to clarify how this approach can be applied by designers in QFD.
INTRODUCTION
Requirement understanding plays an important role in product design. Conventionally, customer needs come from questionnaires which are mainly collected by customer investigations (Wang, Kannan and Azarm, 2011) . It is often time-consuming and labor-intensive to obtain sufficient customer needs. Nowadays, customer needs and customer opinions are offered in many e-commerce websites, like Amazon.com, CNet.com, etc. A large number of online customer opinions are found in these websites. Many consumers are potentially influenced by online opinions in their purchase, and in the meantime, consumer preferences offered in online opinions are valuable for product designers (Liu, Lu and Loh, 2007; Li, Hitt and Zhang, 2011; Dou et al., 2012 ). An example of Amazon Kindle DXG customer review, which is one representative type of online opinions, is presented in Figure 1 .
[Insert Figure 1 .] As seen from the second and the third paragraph of this review, the customer complains that "…Anything greater than 100 pages becomes quite sluggish. Anything more than 500 pages is virtually unusable… PDF hyperlinks do not work in the kindle DX…" Generally speaking, these comments about the software of Kindle DXG provide helpful suggestions to the designers of Amazon Kindle DXG when they are conceiving to improve the current product model.
To facilitate designers to interpret customer needs, various models are proposed in the design area. One of the prevailing tools is Quality Function Deployment (QFD) which interprets customer needs into engineering characteristics (ECs). For instance, in the previous example, in QFD, the customer need, "PDF hyperlinks", could be interpreted as "software" of Kindle DXG, which is one EC.
How to interpret customer needs is a vital step in QFD and many methods are introduced in different context Kwong et al. 2007; Sener and Karsak, 2011) . In these studies, customer requirements from survey data are utilized. These survey data are usually limited and they are often devised as goal-directed and well-formulated questionnaires.
However, online opinions are different with survey-based data. Online opinions are usually presented as free text data, which are submitted by consumers to express their' praise and concerns without the guide of purposive questions. Also, for popular products, a big volume of data are widely distributed in various websites.
Distinguishes between survey-based data and online opinions lead to the difference in nature of the input for analyzing consumers' concerns, which makes the technical means in conventional method are technically arguable to exploit valuable customer needs from online opinions for product design in QFD. The valuable information in online opinions and the technical difficulties in conventional methods motive this research to explore an efficient and effective approach for designers to understand customer needs by using QFD and give an immediate response to consumers.
To understand how customer needs are analyzed by designers, a QFD exercise using consumer products is conducted by analyzing online reviews. In particular, customer requirements in online reviews are translated into ECs in QFD by designers manually since one hypothesis we have is that a simple mapping from some specific keywords to ECs is difficult to be built. Without an approach to translate online opinions into ECs, it will be a long haul task to digest online reviews by taking a huge number of online reviews into consideration. In order to help designers to translate online opinions into ECs in QFD, a probabilistic language analysis approach is proposed. In this approach, the weights of keywords and nearby words in online reviews, which contribute which ECs are most relevant to in each sentence, are learned by a unigram language model and a bigram language model. These learned weights are utilized to infer ECs with maximal possibility, which facilitates designers to translate online opinions into ECs in QFD.
The efforts of this research are at least three folds. First, a large number of online opinions are examined as customer requirements for product designers by using QFD. It is one of the first attempts to integrate a large number of online opinions into QFD directly. Second, online opinions in the form of free text, which are a new form of customer requirements, are exploited for product design. Specially, it is one challenging work to analyze unstructured customer needs for requirement analysis through QFD. Finally, this research highlights a possibility to build an approach to alleviate the burdens of product designers to digest online opinions and a probabilistic language analysis approach is proposed to translate customer opinions into ECs in QFD.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews the related work about translating customer needs in QFD and analyzing online user-generated data for product design. In Section 3, an exploratory study is introduced on how customer requirements in online reviews are employed by using QFD. In this exploratory study, online reviews are shown to be manually translated into ECs in QFD. In Section 4, the problem to be studied in this research is defined. Section 5 introduces the technical approach proposed and describes technical details about the probabilistic language analysis approach and the integrated impact factor learning algorithm. Section 6 presents the experimental study and discusses its results. Also, in this section, an illustrative example using printer reviews from Amazon.com is reported to show how the proposed method is utilized by designers to translate online opinions into ECs in QFD for product design. Finally, Section 7 concludes.
RELATED WORK

Translating Customer Needs in QFD
In customer driven product design, after successfully identifying customer needs, designers start to consider how to interpret customer needs to improve their products.
Specially, how to translate customer needs into ECs is one important question in QFD.
Several contributions are made visible in this area.
Generally, in the design area, researches about translating customer needs into QFD have to cope with the inherent vagueness of human language and subjective judgment in the voice of the customers (Kim et al. 2000) . This problem is often seen to be analyzed by introducing the fuzzy set theory into QFD. For instance, to meet customer needs and facilitate information sharing between designers, a market driven design system based on the fuzzy logic was developed (Harding et al. 2001 ). This system was utilized to translate market information into product specifications. Also, a fuzzy linear regression method was proposed to estimate the uncertainty in the functional relationship between customer needs and ECs for product planning by using QFD (Fung, . In their later research, a fuzzy expert system was also proposed to identify important ECs (Kwong et al. 2007 ). The fuzzy relationship between customer needs and ECs as well as the fuzzy correlation among ECs in QFD were analyzed by this fuzzy expert system. For the maximization of customer satisfaction, a fuzzy multiple objective decision framework was also reported (Sener and Karsak, 2011) . Given limited financial budget support, this framework was able to determine target levels of ECs by maximizing the extendibility and minimizing the technical difficulty of ECs at the same time.
Linguistic variables were found to be more appropriate to describe the inputs of QFD . The method using linguistic variables is different from the previous efforts where the input data were assumed to be precise and treated as numerical data only (Akao, 1990; Griffin and Hauser, 1993; Gustafsson and Gustafsson, 1994) . However, linguistic variables were found sometimes difficult to be handled for the subjective assessments (Wang and Xiong, 2011) . To ease this problem, an integrated linguistic-based group decision-making approach was proposed to cope with multiple types and multi-granularity linguistic assessments given by multiple decision-makers in QFD planning. This approach processes words in customer needs directly and minimizes the risk of loss of information, without translating linguistic information into various fuzzy numbers. In an uncertain and vague environment, Kano's Model was also reported to be integrated into QFD to quantify customer needs (Mu et al. 2008) . A fuzzy multi-objective model was reported to be utilized to balance customer satisfaction and development cost.
Analyzing Online User-generated Data for Product Design
The value of online user-generated data is widely recognized to reflect customer opinions, but only a few studies are reported in the design area. In these studies, different approaches are proposed to analyze information for product design.
An automatic summarization approach was seen to analyze the topic structure of online reviews (Zhan, Loh and Liu, 2009 ). This approach was utilized to discover and assemble important topics in online reviews. The final summary of multiple reviews was then clustered by the topic structure, and different clusters were ranked according to the importance of different topics. From the perspective of consumers, they also compare different products. For this sake, a graphical model was adopted to extract the relationship between competing products from customer reviews (Xu et al, 2011) . A two-level conditional random field model with unfixed interdependencies was employed to extract the dependencies between relations, entities and words of different reviews. Also, notice that, whether a product is welcome or not is usually reflected by the number of stars in e-commerce websites. Using rough set theory, inductive rule learning, and several information retrieval methods, an integrated system was developed to explore the relationship between the customer reviews and the review ratings (Chung and Tseng, 2012) .
To catch the rapid change of customer needs for designers, a two-stage hierarchical process was ever built from online reviews (Lee, 2007) . At the first stage, the association rule algorithm was used to cluster related product attributes and customer needs into hyper-edges. At the second stage, hyper-rules were applied on hyper-edges to track consumer needs. To extract customer needs from online reviews, an association rule mining algorithm was utilized on the basis of POS tags (Lee, 2009) . A set of POS patterns were learnt from online reviews to bridge customer needs and ECs. However, the patterns were solely built on a sentential-level, such as subject-verb-object (SVO) triples. Different from this association rule method, preferences of product features, which are extracted from online reviews, were regarded as one type of time series data (Tucker and Kim, 2011) . The Holt-Winters exponential smoothing techniques were utilized to predict the product preference trend. As observed from previous studies, all of these efforts neglect the quality of online user-generated data. In our latest work, how to identify helpful online reviews in the viewpoint of product designers was discussed (Liu et al, 2013) . Based on a close study of how designers actually perceive the helpfulness of online reviews, four categories of features were extracted from online reviews and a classification method was formulated for that problem.
A Brief Summary
Requirement understanding is a critical step in customer driven product design.
Various approaches were proposed to facilitate designers to translate customer needs in QFD. However, in these studies, customer survey data are regarded as customer needs only. Due to time or budget constraints, a rather limited number of customer and market survey data can be obtained manually. These customer survey data often contain formatted tables or targeted interview questions, and not many sentimental expressions are included. It is contrast to a large number of online customer opinions, which are available in different websites. They are presented in the form of free text, and sentimental words are one of the most obvious characteristic of online customer opinions. The difference between them makes online reviews not be processed efficiently and effectively by many existing models in the design area.
In terms of the expression of customer needs, the value of online user-generated data is widely accepted. But only a few researchers tried to analyze a large number of online user-generated data from the viewpoint of product designers.
Different models are proposed to explore the value of online user-generated data in some aspects of product design. But, what they neglect is, online customer opinions, as one important type of customer needs, should be digested efficiently and integrated to ECs directly.
What differentiate this effort from existing efforts, several relevant studies were introduced. There is a visible research gap that how to analyze customer needs in online user-generated data in QFD for product design. In this research, the question to be explored is about how to translate online customer opinions into ECs in QFD.
The objective of this research is to interpret online customer needs in the perspectives of product designers. It is a challenging and pressing research for product design, especially for understanding customer needs from online reviews and making strategic adjustments to improve products under the circumstance of customer-driven product design.
AN EXPLORATORY STUDY
Customer reviews, as one important type of online opinions, contain information about customer needs. To clearly understand how customer needs is utilized by product designers in QFD, an exploratory study is conducted.
One conjecture along with this QFD exercise is whether a simple mapping from some specific keywords to ECs could be built. For instance, online consumers use different words to refer to the same ECs and, sometimes, they also use the same words to imply different ECs in different context. Without an approach to translate online opinions into ECs, it is a time-consuming task to analyze online reviews.
Hence, in this exploratory study, this conjecture will be examined. By using QFD, customer requirements from online opinions are analyzed manually. Specifically, these customer requirements from online opinions are translated into ECs.
Data Collection
In this exploratory study, 770 reviews of four popular color printers (two Epson printers and two HP printers) were selected as examples from Amazon.com and Epson.com. All these four popular color printers are consumer products and there are many targeted customer reviews online. They are "Epson Artisan 810", "Epson WorkForce 610", "HP Officejet 6500", and "HP Photosmart Premium C309". For short, they are named as "A810", "W610", "H6500", and "C309" in Table 1 , which shows the number of reviews for each model.
[Insert Table 1] Some statistic information considering the number of words and the number of sentences in each set of reviews is shown in Table 2 .
[Insert Table 2] As noticed from Table 2 , on average, there are about 208 words in each review.
However, they do not distribute evenly. The maximal number of words in a single review can hit 2,823. Meanwhile, in terms of the number of sentences contained in a single review, it also distributes unevenly with an average number of 11.6 sentences, with a record of 85 as its highest.
A QFD Exercise Using Consumer Products
Generally, it is hard to invite experienced designers for specific products to evaluate customer needs because of some confidentiality regulations in business. In this exploratory study, the QFD exercise was taken by two service engineers in product design background, who acted as product designers. These engineers were working in Epson Hong Kong and HP Hong Kong. They are very familiar with printers and they had a sound understanding about customer needs. Also, they both had some experience with printer design using QFD, which contributed in building a high quality dataset. In this exploratory study, they were asked to translate them into ECs manually, which is one important step in QFD.
In the first place, a list of ECs was collectively suggested by the two annotators. They are listed in Table 3 .
[Insert Table 3] Then, two annotators were asked to label these printer reviews. Each annotator began to read all of them and distinguish the keywords in each review sentence. Here "keyword" is either a word or a phrase referring to an EC. Occasionally, only one word is utilized to refer to an EC, while, in some other cases, a phrase is employed. If a sentence contains some keywords, they are highlighted in a separate column. The correlated sentiment about the EC is written in the corresponding blank. The linkage value is the customer sentiment linked to certain ECs, which is denoted by "-2", "-1", "0", "1" and "2". A "-2" means the least satisfied and "2" means the most satisfied.
In Figure 2 , an example of one A810 review analysis is shown. For the conciseness, only nine ECs in Table 3 are presented and some of sentences in this review are illustrated.
[Insert Figure 2 ] In this example, the first sentence, "I only have the printer for a few days, but so far I am very pleased", does not contain any keywords associated with ECs, so the keyword column in this line is "-". The seventh line in Figure 2 is "the paper tray feels a bit flimsy, but is easy to remove or insert, and there's no fuss to loading your paper in it." This consumer actually complained about the "Hopper Unit" through the phrase "paper tray", so the annotators wrote this phrase in the keyword column of the seventh line. If more than one ECs are mentioned in a sentence, the annotators copied this sentence, pasted it into the other line and labeled the second item in a new line.
For example, in Figure 2 , the third sentence mentions "the actual printing is quiet, and of great quality." Two ECs are noticed. The word "quiet" is translated into "Noise" and the phrase "great quality" is associated with "Print Quality". This sentence is repeated in order to clearly label the two keywords. A similar case is observed in the third and fourth line shown in Figure 2 . Finally, review annotations were double cross checked by two annotators to avoid any mislabeling.
Observations and Discussions
It took more than two weeks to finish the QFD exercise using 770 printer reviews for the two annotators, including their cross double check. It implies that they have to read and label these online reviews at a speed of about 100 reviews per day without any interruption. They complained that it is a boring and error-prone task to complete this QFD exercise and they expect an automatic review analysis approach for the sake of efficient customer requirement analysis from online opinions.
Also, it is found that a naive one to one mapping from keywords in online reviews to ECs does not always exist. A specific keyword might be translated into one EC in some review sentences, but this keyword is also possibly translated into another EC in other sentences. They complained that they often need to read sentences containing keywords as well as those sentences in the left hand side and in the right hand side several times, and disambiguate the meaning of these keywords in order to digest customer needs and understand which ECs are referred to. Take the word "paper" as an example. One sentence is "...It obviously needs a more absorbent paper because..." and the other is "...Very easy to swap in alternate papers, always easy to see if paper is left..." In the first sentence, the word "paper" is utilized to refer to "Supported Paper", while the other sentence is referring to "Hopper Unit".
More specifically, in this exploratory study, the number of keywords which are translated into different ECs from the four datasets of printer reviews is shown in Table 4 . As seen from Table 4 , it is a prevailing case that many keywords are translated into different ECs.
[Insert Table 4] An interesting relationship between keywords in online reviews and ECs is presented, which implies that a consumer topic in one review sentence may not always be described by a single keyword. It makes that, without an automatic approach for understanding the relationship, to digest online customer opinions, a time-consuming and labor-intensive QFD exercise have to be taken. A clear research gap is that there is not an approach to translate online customer opinions into ECs for designers. However, it is one of essential step to understand customer requirements when QFD or a similar form of requirement analysis is performed for the improvement of current product models.
The phenomenon that the same keywords are translated into different ECs triggers this research to explore how to translate online reviews into ECs in QFD automatically.
PROBLEM DEFINITION
The crucial step in QFD is to translate customer needs into ECs. In this research, by assuming that customer needs are reflected in opinions contained in online reviews, the objective is to find a way that automatically relate online customer opinions with ECs in QFD. In order to better define the working context of this research, some notations are introduced at first.
In a typical e-commerce website, such as Amazon.com, each product has a list of reviews, r 1 , r 2 , ..., r p . These reviews contain customer opinions, which help designers to identify customer needs. In the product design area, especially in market driven design, customer needs are encouraged to be translated into ECs in QFD. A list of ECs is denoted as EC = <ec 1 , ec 2 ... ec n >. Examples of ECs are demonstrated in Table 3 .
In QFD, to understand customer needs and requirements, designers need to identify which ECs are mentioned from online reviews. ECs are usually referred by some keywords in online reviews, and one or multiple ECs can be possibly covered in one single review. Here a keyword W T points to the most important word or phrase which refers to an EC. For example, in the exploratory study, the designers read customer reviews and highlight the keywords in each sentence to indicate which ECs are referred to.
In the exploratory study, it is found that a naive one to one mapping from keywords to ECs for labeled keywords does not always exist, which makes product designers have to read, analyze and label online reviews manually. However, it is always expensive to read all online reviews and to mark which ECs are pointed to. If only a small number of reviews are considered, a biased conclusion might be drawn regarding customer concerns. Hence, an automatic approach is targeted to relate online reviews with ECs for product design, which help designers to translate customer concerns in an engineering language efficiently. It is a challenging work for product designers. Accordingly, the problem to be explored in this research is defined as, given a keyword W T in one customer review r i , how to translated W T into a most proper EC ec k automatically in QFD for product design.
METHODOLOGY
In the QFD exercise, there does not always exist an one to one mapping from keywords in online opinions to ECs. However, read the entire set of online opinions and label which ECs are referred to is expensive. An automatic review analysis approach is required to help designers to identify referred ECs efficiently. In this study, a probabilistic language analysis approach is proposed to translate online opinions into ECs. 
A Probabilistic Language Analysis Approach
For instance, one review sentence is, "... nice feature is that when you plug in a camera memory card in the front ..." After reading this sentence, designers translate the word "card" to "card slot" of the printer, which is one EC in Table 3 . However, in the other sentence, "card" might be utilized to refer to "consumable replacement", a different EC from "card slot" in Table 3 . Following Equation (1), this example is denoted as:
In order to infer which ECs are pointed to, the words in the context W c are considered. However, intuitively, not all the words in the context W c affect designers' analysis when they analyze which EC is the keyword "card" referring to. For instance, some adverbs, such as, "only", "there", etc., frequently appearing in online reviews.
These words are generally regarded as having less effect for designers in translating online reviews into ECs. Hence, after stemming and stop words removal on review sentences with the techniques of language processing, adverbs are filtered out in both the left word set W L and the right word set W R .
Without the loss of generality, according to Bayesian rules, the possibility of and p(W R | ec p ).
Language Modeling
Two models, a "unigram" model and (1) The unigram model
The simplest N-gram model is the unigram model and it can be thought of as a window that shows barely one single token at a time. In the unigram model, the probability of hitting an isolated word is calculated, without considering any influence from the words before or after the keywords. The probability of the occurrence of each word merely depends on the word itself. Consequently, the probability of the left context words is modeled as: To avoid this problem, a Dirichlet Priors smoothing method is utilized. In the Dirichlet Priors smoothing method, the probability is parameterized with a prior probability based on the training corpus:
μ is a constant that tunes the weight of the smoothing item. p(W Li | C) is the probability that W Li occurs in the training corpus C.
(2) The bigram model
The unigram model is often argued that it is not very informative since these are barely the words that form the sequences. The bigram model can be thought of as a window that shows two tokens at a time. All bigrams of a sequence can be found by a window on its first two tokens and by sliding this window, size of two, to the right one token at a time in a stepwise manner. This procedure is repeated until the last two tokens are covered by the window.
Rather than calculating the probability of hitting an isolated word, the bigram model considers the influence from the words before or after each specific word. In bigram model, the probability of each word depends on its own word and the previous word next to it, which means that
Accordingly, the marginal probability p(W L | ec k ) can be inferred as: Similarly, in the bigram model, the Dirichlet Priors smoothing method is also utilized to avoid the zero probability problem for p(W Li+1 | W Li , ec k ): 
Impact Factor
In the previous example, the word "card" is found to refer to "card slot" of the printer and the words in the context W c are argued to be helpful to understand which ECs are referred to.
However, in the previous example, it is assumed that words closer to "card" possess a greater impact. The impact tends to be weaker for words in a comparatively further distance. For example, compared with "camera" and "memory" which are near the keyword "card", two words "nice" and "feature" may have a relatively weaker impact for designers to understand consumers' concern "card slot". Generally, the (9).
Now, if p(W c , ec p ) is supposed to be bigger than p(W c , ec q ) as Model (1) describes, according to Model (9), it is inferred as, 
In the bigram model, according to Equation (7), The focus of this research should be on maximizing the sum of three parameter-dependent items by tuning α, , and . According to the probabilistic language analysis approach, an integrated impact learning algorithm is built in order to estimate the impact of W T and the impacts of words in W L and W R from a set of training corpus.
In this integrated impact learning algorithm, according to Model (1) as well as the impact of W T and the impacts of words in W L and W R , given a context W c , the probability that W T is translated into ec p can be compared with the probability that W T is translated into ec q . Finally, whether a specific EC ec k receives the largest possibility is calculated. After that, the EC, which receives the largest possibility, is regarded as the one that W T refers to.
An Integrated Impact Learning Algorithm
In this section, an integrated impact learning algorithm is proposed to learn α, , and .
By utilizing the learned impact factors, the EC receiving the highest possibility is regarded as the one that W T is associated with, which accomplishes the task of translating online reviews into ECs in QFD.
As mentioned in Section 5.3, the sum of three parameter-dependent items in the last inequality in Model (10) should be maximized by tuning impact factor α, , and . Accordingly, a function, Ratio (α, , ) , is defined as:
Hence, the question becomes to tune α, , and to maximize Ratio(α, , ), max Ratio(α, , )
( 1 5 ) Next, the ratio function Ratio(α, , ) of the unigram model and the bigram model are defined respectively as followings:
Notice that α, , and , which are learned from Model (15), define an optimal determinant function that separates the most appropriate EC with others. Similar to the prevailing machine learning algorithm SVM (Support Vector Machines), which maximizes the margin of hyper-planes and leaving much room in classifying unseen data. Model (15) intends to maximize the probability ratio between ECs and surfaces the one enjoying a higher probability for W T . In SVM, a normalization term is used in the objective function to avoid the case where parameters used to define the hyper-planes become too large. Likewise, normalization terms also should be applied here. To combine the normalization terms with Ratio(α, , ), a loss function is then 26 defined as: 
is a scalar, while both α and are vector parameters:
Also, arguably, those words closer to W T are regarded as having a higher weights in translating W T into a correct EC. Accordingly, if the impact factor of a word at distance i to the left side of W T is α i , α i is expected to be larger than α i+1 .
Similarly, the impact factor j of a word at distance j to the right side of W T should be bigger than j+1 . Mathematically, they are denoted as: The bold "0" denotes a zero vector. Since all α i , j , and are defined as the impact factors, they are suggested to be nonnegative and not greater than one.
The bold "1" denotes a vector consisting of one in all its dimensions.
Combining the loss function in Model (18), with the constraints in Model (23) and
Model (24) (20) for bigram model into the optimization problem (25), a quadratic programming problem is presented, which can be solved by standard optimization methods, such as the gradient descent, etc.
In summary, the integrated impact learning algorithm is described in Algorithm 1. Accordingly, the impact factor is learned from a training corpus. for S i  S do 4:
Stemming, stop words removal on S i POS tagging S i and words filtering with certain POS 5:
End for 9:
End for 10: end for 11: Solve the optimization problem as described in Model (25) 12: Return α, ,
EXPERIMENTAL STUDY AND DISCUSSIONS
Experiment Setup
The four sets of printer reviews, introduced early in Section 3, are adopted in the experimental study, along with the labeled keywords and the corresponding ECs annotated from the two subjects.
The primary objective of this experimental study is to evaluate the performance of the proposed probabilistic language analysis approach, which aims at translating online customer opinions into various ECs automatically. Several parameters are defined in the probabilistic language analysis approach: for example, the number of context words on both sides (N L and N R ), the constant that tunes the weights for the smoothing item (μ), and the weights for normalization terms (C 1 , C 2 and C 0 ). Thus, to analyze how the performance is influenced by these parameters, different types of experiments are conducted.
All programs were implemented and tested in Java 1.6 on a dual core 2.40GHz personal computer with 4GB memory. [Insert Figure 3] Notice that, if there are not sufficient words on either side, the corresponding impact factors are set to zero. In Figure 3 (a), the result is presented using 258 reviews of A810 as the training data, and in Figure 3 (b), the result is based on 210 reviews of HP6500 as the training data.
Results and Discussions

This result reveal that generally the unigram model outperforms the bigram model. Specially, in Figure 3(b) , the performance of the unigram model shows is better than that of the bigram model using different sets of product reviews as testing data. As shown in Figure 3 (b), taken H6500 reviews as the training data and W610 reviews as the testing data, only 50% of results obtained by the bigram model are correct, while the unigram model manages to achieve a figure higher than 90%.
[Insert Figure 4 .]
In Figure 4 , the average accuracies of both unigram model and bigram model, under different numbers of context words are shown (μ equals to 500, C 1 , C 2 and C 0 equal to 50). In these experiments, 256 reviews of A810 were utilized as the training data and reviews of other three products are utilized as the testing data. It confirms that the unigram model perform much better than the bigram model, which coincides with the results in Figure 3 .
Conversely, a well-known experience is that a higher order N-gram model might perform better. However, notice that higher order models need much more training data and the success of higher order models largely depend on how well they are trained. Specifically, to guarantee a better result, sufficient training data need to be prepared to train these model. In this research, only words which are related with different ECs are utilized as training data. As shown in Table 3 shows, there are less than 40 words in each review dataset. The insufficient training might be one major reason that the unigram model performs better than the bigram model. Thus, the unigram model alone will be applied in the following experiments.
Moreover, as also shown in Figure 4 , the performances of two models tends to be consistent when more than 25 context words are involved in both sides (N L and N R are equal to 25). A further analysis will be made towards the number of context words and its influence in Experiment 2.
In Figure 5 , using A810 reviews as the training data, the impact of different context words on both sides is illustrated in the unigram model. In this figure, is denoted by the distance of "0". α i is denoted by the distance of -i. For example, "-5", in the horizontal line, denotes the left fifth word of the keyword W T . Similarly, j , is denoted by the distance of j.
[Insert Figure 5 ]
It shows the degree of impact on both sides is seen to not be symmetric and it declines significantly when the distance increases, say, more than 10 words on both sides. However, the impact does not change much when the distance is bigger than 15.
The impacts of words, when the distance is bigger than 15, are observed not having much influence. In Figure 7 , the performance is compared in terms of using different smoothing values μ in Equation (8).
[Insert Figure 7 ]
Firstly, by varying μ and using different numbers of context words (N L and N R ), the average accuracies derived from three product reviews are shown in Figure 7 (a), still using A810 reviews as the training data and others as the testing data. As observed in Figure 7 (a), the average accuracy does not change much under different μ values.
However, when reviews of HP6500 are chosen as the training data and other three sets of product reviews as the testing data, were also performed. However, different phenomena were found in Figure 7 (b). The average accuracy is observed to drop gradually when μ is set to be larger than about 800. Similar trends are found with different numbers of context words in this figure. Accuracies drop when a higher value of μ is specified. Therefore, a moderate μ is suggested. For example, in Experiment 1, μ was set to be 500.
 Experiment 4: performance comparison on weights of normalization terms
In Figure 8 , performance comparison is mainly performed when different values of normalization terms, C 1 , C 2 and C 0 were selected. In this experiment, C 1 , C 2 and C 0 are set with the same value C, which means the weights from three normalization terms are supposed to be equal.
[Insert Figure 8 .]
As stated previously in Section 5, the normalization terms are utilized to prevent α, , and from growing too large. Typically, smaller weights of the normalization terms impose little impact, and it tends to give rise to an over-fitting problem. As seen from Figure 8 , initially, the average performance does not vary much when the weights are relatively small. This is applicable on both sets of A810 or HP6500 as the training data. For example, when C is smaller than 60, the averaged accuracy is around 0.975 and 0.980, respectively. However, it begins to decrease when C gradually increase and it drops greatly on HP6500 reviews when C is greater than 100. Therefore, to remain effective in controlling the growth of α, , and , C 1 , C 2 and C 0 is set to 70.
An Illustrative Example
In this example, 258 Epson Artisan 810 reviews are utilized as the training data and other three sets of printer reviews are taken as evaluating data. As seen from (16) is to define the loss function in Equation (18). Also, in the training step, all the parameters are set according to the experimental results in Section 6.2. For instance, 25 words are considered in both sides of the keyword W T , μ is set to be 500 and three weights of normalization terms, C 1 , C 2 and C 0 , are set to 70.
Then, the impact factors, α, and , are inferred by solving the optimization problem in Equation (25).
In the evaluation step, review sentences of the other three sets of printer reviews that contain the 33 words are also extracted. For all of these evaluation sentences, the marginal probability of each considered context word can be inferred, which is also defined in Equation (6). Next, with the learned impact factors, α, and , the ratio function in Equation (14) can be estimated for each pair of possible ECs.
Accordingly, which EC receive the largest joint probability in Equation (3) [Insert Figure 10 .]
In Figure 10 , an example is illustrated to show how the proposed approach utilizes online opinions from multiple products for requirement analysis in QFD. In this example, three printers, "Epson WorkForce 610", "HP Officejet 6500", and "HP Photosmart Premium C309", are under comparison. As seen from this figure, online reviews from different products are analyzed by the probabilistic language approach, which translate customer requirements into corresponding ECs. In order to make cross-comparison among multiple products, online customer requirements and ECs from different products are consolidated together. The inferred relationship between customer requirements and ECs is finally combined together. Comparing with the example in Figure 9 , product comparison is made efficiently in terms of ECs by analyzing voices of online customers of multiple products.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
QFD is one widely applied approach in engineering design to understand customer concerns. In QFD, one of the most critical task is to translate customer needs into ECs.
Conventionally, customer needs are conventionally analyzed from customer survey or
investigation. Yet valuable customer voices in online opinions are not fully exploited, partially, due to several technical challenges in the field of engineering design to handle such a big volume of textual data with rich sentimental information. In addition, these online opinions are generated from time to time in different websites,
which impose further burden to analyze affluent online customer concerns. Hence, in this research, an automatic means is provided in accomplishing this crucial task on how to translate online customer opinions into ECs in QFD, which targets at helping designers to analyze online customer opinions efficiently.
To understand how online opinions are actually translated into ECs by designers in QFD, an exploratory study was conducted. From this study, interesting phenomena were found, which include that an one to one mapping from keywords in online opinions to ECs does not always exist. However, reading the entire set of online reviews and labeling which ECs are referred to is time-consuming and labor-intensive. It motivate us to explore an automatic review analysis approach regarding how to translate online customer opinions into ECs efficiently. Through the analysis about the interesting phenomena, a probabilistic language analysis approach was developed. Accordingly, an integrated impact learning algorithm was proposed, which facilitates product designers to translate customer needs expressed in online opinions into product design in QFD and determine which ECs are referred to effectively and efficiently.
One limitation of this research lies in that manually annotated data are relied on. However, only a limited number of manually annotated data are available. Hence, in the future, some promising research problems are to study whether a learning approach with less labeled data can be developed for this problem and whether the proposed approach can be applied to analyze a big volume of consumer data in other types, which will necessarily alleviate the burden of corpus building. But the paper handling on my 810 has been flawless, if a tiny bit noisy while it pulls in the paper. pulls -1
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The actual printing is quiet, and of great quality. quiet 1 The actual printing is quiet, and of great quality.
great quality 2 The paper tray feels a bit flimsy, but is easy to remove or insert, and there 's no fuss to loading your paper in it.
paper tray -2
It can expand to hold legal size paper, and has a separate area for smaller sized papers, usually for photo printing paper. paper 0
The package comes with 3 sheets of Epson high quality 4x6 glossy photo paper, so I printed three photos as a test and I could not be more pleased with the photo print quality.
print quality 2 I have been using an HP Wireless printer up until now(model 5850)and the print quality of the Artisan 810 far outstrips that HP, with much deeper blacks and dark tones, and more rich looking color, which is probably due to superior ink quality more than the printer quality.
quality 2
Another pre-purchase worry was that there were complaints about the Artisan 800 being a big ink-hog. -Too early to tell, but I 've printed those 3 photos and a fourth on plain paper, and about 25 pages of text(some with graphics)and the ink levels have not budged yet. ink 1
So, so far so good on ink usage. ink 0 I was surprised and pleased too that the 810 printer comes with an TWO black ink cartridges, so you 'll have an extra one when it runs out. ink 1
Additionally, the inks provided are the same capacity as the refills, whereas some printers I have seen came with ink cartridges that have a lower capacity. ink 2 A nice feature is that when you plug in a camera memory card in the front, not only can you see and even crop the photos on the printer 's screen, but the photos on the card can also be remotely viewed by your computer on the same wifi! card 2 
